Surgical-orthodontic treatment of Class III malocclusion with agenesis of lateral incisor and unerupted canine
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Introduction: Orthodontic-surgical treatment was performed in patient with skeletal Class III malocclusion due to exceeding mandibular growth. Patient also presented upper and lower dental protrusion, overjet of -3.0 mm, overbite of -1.0 mm, congenital absence of tooth #22, teeth #13 and supernumerary impaction, tooth #12 with conoid shape and partly erupted in supraversion, prolonged retention of tooth #53, tendency to vertical growth of the face and facial asymmetry. The discrepancy on the upper arch was -2.0 mm and -5.0 mm on the lower arch.

Methods: The pre-surgical orthodontic treatment was performed with extractions of the teeth #35 and #45. On the upper arch, teeth #53, #12 and supernumerary were extracted to accomplish the traction of the impacted canine. The spaces of the lower extractions were closed with mesialization of posterior segment. After aligning and leveling the teeth, extractions spaces closure and correct positioning of teeth on the bone bases, the correct intercuspation of the dental arch, with molars and canines in Angle’s Class I, coincident midline, normal overjet and overbite and ideal torques, were evaluated through study models. The patient was submitted to orthognathic surgery and then the post-surgical orthodontic treatment was finished.

Results: The Class III malocclusion was treated establishing occlusal and facial normal standards.
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INTRODUCTION

The Class III malocclusions are characterized by more anterior positioning of the mandible in relation to the maxilla, considering that the discrepancy can be caused by the maxilla growth deficit, excessive mandibular prognathism or the combination of both. In general, the facial aspect is very compromised, motivating the patient to seek treatment. Regarding etiology, factors such as heredity and the environmental action are considered relevant. The treatment of the Class III malocclusion in adults is limited, requiring a multidisciplinary planning that provides functional and esthetic benefits for the maxillomandibular complex. The options may be a compensatory treatment or combined treatment, consisted of orthodontic-surgical treatment that may require advancement of the maxilla, retraction of the mandible or a combination of both. The main objectives of the orthognathic surgery are to obtain normal occlusion and improve the facial esthetic, resulting on the balance of the soft tissues of the face, besides the obtainment of functional improvement on mastication, phonation, breathing and occlusion, the reported case, also presents dental impaction, prolonged retention of deciduous tooth and presence of supernumerary tooth, that are common characteristics of orthodontic patients. For the success of dental traction, achieving an ideal positioning of the crown and root, previous procedures as the extraction of supernumerary teeth may be necessary.

CASE REPORT

Female Caucasian patient, 14 years and 8 months old, presenting Angle Class III malocclusion, skeletal Class III pattern due to mandibular excessive growth, superior and inferior dental protrusion, overjet of -3 mm, overbite of -1 mm, congenital absence of tooth #22, teeth #13 and supernumerary impacted, tooth #12 with conoid shape and partly erupted in supraversion, prolonged retention of tooth #53, tendency to vertical growth of the face and facial asymmetry. Patient main complaint was the malposition of the teeth.

FACIAL AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

Analysis showed facial asymmetry, with concave profile, normal nasolabial angle, deficiency on the paranasal region, increased lower facial third, normal lip thickness with mentum prominence. On the functional analysis it was found: Nasal breathing, normal phonation, atypical

Figure 1 - Extraoral and intraoral initial photographs.
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Figure 2 - Occlusal photographs and initial radiographs.

Figure 3 - Occlusal photographs and pre-surgical radiographs.
swallowing, normal pharyngeal and palatine tonsils, with upper and lower lips in normal function, mandibular closing pattern with deviation to the right and ATM without any anomalies, however, presenting painful symptomatology during intense mastication.

INTRAORAL CLINICAL EXAMINATION

The patient presented good oral hygiene, periodontium with aspect of normality, absence of carious lesions, dental anomaly of number, shape and size, labial and lingual frenum with normal insertions and Class III relation of molars. According to Angle’s classification, the patient presented a Class III malocclusion, with superior and inferior midline deviation to the right.

INTERPRETATION OF CEPHALOMETRIC MEASURES AND ANALYSIS OF MODELS

On the analysis of the skeletal pattern it was observed maxillary retrusion, mandibular protrusion, skeletal Class III malocclusion (ANB = -2°), tendency to vertical growth of the face (NSGn = 69°, SN.GoGn = 37°) with dolichofacial morphological pattern, according to Steiner’s measures.23,24 The measures of the dental pattern showed protrusion and increase of axial inclinations of upper incisors (1-NA = 6 mm and 1.NA = 25°) and protruded lower incisors with normal axial inclinations (1-NB = 7 mm and 1.NB = 25°). The occlusal plane was inclined in relation to cranial base. On the model analysis,5,20 it was verified that the discrepancy on the upper arch was of -2 mm and -5.0 mm for the lower arch, upper arch contracted in relation to the lower and deep ogival palate. The upper midline, evaluated on study models, was 1.5 mm deviated to the right and the lower 3.5 mm to the right side, confirming the facial assessment.

PRE-SURGICAL ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT

The orthodontic treatment was initiated with the installation of the standard edgewise appliance (0.022 x 0.028-in), consisted of bracket bonding on
upper and lower teeth, cemented rings on first molars of both arches and second lower molars.

It was initiated the alignment and levelling of the upper arch with stainless steel 0.014-in, 0.016-in, 0.018-in and 0.020-in archwires.

It was performed extraction of the teeth #53 (deciduous upper right canine), supernumerary and tooth #12 (lateral upper right incisor). On the same surgical act, it was performed button bonding to the tooth #13 in order to perform traction.

It was also indicated extraction of teeth #38 and #48, with a minimum of six months before the orthognathic surgery so that there was enough time for bone formation on the location where it would be performed the mandibular osteotomy.

The traction was done through a chain elastic and rubber type action line (GAC), connected to the tying wire installed during the act of dental extractions.

After traction, the right upper canine, was aligned and leveled through new stainless steel 0.014-in, 0.016-in, 0.018-in and 0.020-in archwire.

For the lower arch, extraction of the second premolars was required. Alignment and levelling stainless steel 0.014-in, 0.016-in, 0.018-in and 0.020-in archwires were made and installed, with anchorage type C planned on both sides.
On the lower arch 0.020-in, the partial distalization of the first molars and canines, was performed to obtain the alignment of the incisors. After finishing the alignment and leveling, the spaces were closed with loss of anchorage and mesialization of the first and second molars.

With the complete closure of the spaces ideal lower rectangular archwire 0.019 x 0.025-in, coordinated with the opposite and with necessary torques was set.

After alignment and levelling of both arches, closing of spaces from extractions, correct positioning of teeth on the bone base with ideal torques for each tooth, it was obtained study models to evaluate, on the pre-surgical phase, the correct intercuspation (Class I of molars and canines with coincident midlines).

Interdental hooks were welded on the upper and lower arch 0.019 x 0.025-in, for metallic individual tying wire. In this stage the patient was referred to combined orthognathic surgery of maxilla and mandible.

**POST-SURGICAL ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT**

The post-surgical orthodontic treatment consisted in finishing the intercuspation and the occlusal functions, through the adjustment of torque, characterization of upper canines in lateral incisors and use of intermaxillary elastics.

Functional adjustments of teeth #14 and #24 that substituted the upper canines were performed to obtain guides of disocclusion. Extractions of teeth #18 and #28 were also performed.

The upper and lower fixed appliances were removed and the retainers were installed, being in the upper arch a modified Hawley plate and, in the lower arch, lingual bar bonded to teeth #33 and #43 (Figs 5 and 6).

The patient was orientated to use upper retainer 24 hours a day, during a period of 12 months and after that the period of use should be overnight. The lower retainer should be kept for undetermined period. It was also recommended a speech treatment for adaptation to new muscle functions.

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

The objectives of the treatment were achieved with the association of the orthodontic-surgical treatment. Molar Class I relation and normal overjet and overbite were obtained. It was performed the traction of tooth #13, which, along with teeth #23, replaced lateral upper incisors. The Class III malocclusion was well corrected, establishing a normal occlusal, facial and functional patterns.
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